
KS3 Judgement Descriptors - Computer Science - Year 7

Enquiry
Question

Autumn Term
How can I gain support for a cause?

Spring Term
How can I become a data master?

Summer Term
What are the basics of programming

Key Concept Presenting information for a cause Presenting data using spreadsheets Creating rograms using scratch

Key skills ● Researching using the Internet
● Presenting information using Google Docs
● Selecting appropriate images

● Formatting data in a spreadsheet
● Using functions and formulas in a spreadsheet
● Presenting data using a spreadsheet

● Show sequence using scratch
● Show selection using scratch
● Show iteration using scratch

Mastery Has identified the audience and the content is
appropriate for the audience

Has used a range of sources to support their
argument, and all sources are fit for purpose and
referenced

Blog has been formatted appropriately with no
improvements needed, Have incorporated extra
features and investigated the use of Google Docs

All images are suitable, and all sources and
authors have been referenced

The choices I have made in the formatting of my
spreadsheet allows it to be viewed quickly

I can produce charts and graphs in my work, that
represent the data well, giving an easy picture of
what is happening

I can use a range of functions in my model that
includes functions such as Count IF and IF

Sequenced subroutines and applied debugging

techniques independently

Subroutines have been independently made using

Selection

I can independently apply iteration to my work and it

will reduce the lines of code

Can correctly apply the start variable in multiple

areas of my work

Secure
Has begun tailoring their content for the chosen
audience

Has used two or more sources of information,
which are referenced appropriately, and it can be
proven that some information came from
credible sources

Blog has been formatted appropriately with no
improvements needed

All images are suitable for my blog entry have
been suitably formatted (cropped, text wrapped,
coloured)

I have made choices that allow my spreadsheet to
be viewed easily

Begun to apply maths functions to my work and the
logic in my formulas is correct

Complex model that includes functions such as
Count IF

I can sequence subroutines and apply some

debugging techniques on my own

I can apply suitable operators to my work and use

them effectively in my selection

Can apply iteration to reduce the number of lines in

a program

I can correctly name my variable and independently

use them to solve problems in work

Developing Can appropriately identify my audience and
applied this to my choices

I have formatted my spreadsheet but the layout
may not be entirely suitable

I can sequence 2 subroutines



Have used 2 or more sources but they may not be
fully referenced or that they are credible sources

Blog has been formatted appropriately with few
improvements needed. Has appropriately
included most of the following features: bullet
points, alignment, font style and size, titles, colour

Images that I have used are mostly suitable for
the work that I am creating

BIDMAS Applied to formulas creating some
complex formulas

I can sort and filter my data, to reduce what I see in
my work

With support I can incorporate selection into my

program

Can apply a count controlled loop but some support

still needed

Can create variables in my code and describe what a

variable does

Emerging
Some evidence of thought for the audience

I have used at least 1 source

The blog post has a number of formatting errors

Images have been added but they aren't fit for
purpose. I have referenced any or some of the
authors

Spreadsheet design is simple but without many
additional features used

Simple formulas using 2 cells have been used

I have sorted my data and applied a simple filter

I can sequence a single sub routine

I can identify where we are using Selection in our

programs

Apply count controlled iteration but need a lot of

support from the teacher or classmates

Can apply the start variable


